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inspired on my childhood as a gay kid growing up on a very hateful environment,
focusing on my youngest years of school studying in a very traditional, catholic,

boys-exclusive school, which belonged to the “legionarios de jesus” group,
 founded by Marcial Maciel, who was accused of rape, pedophilia, 

amongst several other crimes.

each garment and full look serve to the functionality of an easy-access to the body,
regardless the wearer wants to be touched or not, showing a phalacy 

of an object (or place) that is supposed to protect you, but it is truly trying to 
make you feel exposed, whilst alluding a catholic school uniform.    



openings

adjustable belts

closures

wide fits
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fitted clothes
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mixing patterns

wide contours

mixing patterns



“incolumis” stands for something that is fixing itself, or that was put 
into heavy pressure, yet, not enough to break it. It makes reference 

to something that is healing by its own. This idea comes from my own 
childhood, growing up gay in a very traditional catholic boy-exclusi-
ve school, where individuality was punished and we were obligted to 

think the same way the “legionarios” did.

Taking inspiration from the schoolʼs architecture itself, the uniforms 
we used to wear depending the activities, and asome of the attroci-
ties that were said (and sometimes, done) by the teachers and head-

quarters of the school. 

As a result, I came up with the idea of creating the “anti-uniforms”, 
mixing patterns and adding pink and blue highlights, in order for it to 

seem even more against the idea of the loss of individuality.

Garments are heavily deconstructed and have a lot of unusual ope-
nings within them, exposing the person whoʼs wearing it. This is 

inspired by the terrible accusations made against the founder of the 
“legionarios de cristo” group, Marcial Maciel, accused of rape, 

pedophilia, drug abuse, money laundring, amongst other crimes,and 
also not forgetting this person was intimate friends with Juan Pablo II, 

who actually “forgave” Marcial Maciel for his terrible crimes, and 
“granted him access to heaven, free of sin”.

The catholic church might just be the nastiest and most hypocritical 
institutions to be ever made, concepts that I also used on the creation 
of this collection, thatʼs why even though most garments seem heavy 

and luxurious, they are filled with gaps and can be easily pulled 
away to expose the user. 
































































